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Epilepsy and other Chronic

The well-known work upon epilepsy and associated disorders by Sir
William Gowers, in this, the second edition, is a replica of the first in
name and character
only; every part of it has been subjected to

revision,

and much

That the
is
attested by the fact that 3000 separate cases now form the source from
which the statistical data included are derived, in place of the 1450
cases of the preceding edition.
Of these 3000 patients, 52 per cent,
were female, 48 per cent, male; of the first series the females formed
53-4 per cent., the males 46'G per cent, of the total 1450; in the
additional 1550, 50'7 per cent, were females, 49'3 per cent, males. A
large number of important points are illustrated statistically, either
from the total cases, or from varying, but always large numbers, in a few
of the more special items.
After an introductory chapter, the etiology of epilepsy is discussed
in all its bearings; the next three chapters are devoted to symptomThen, in turn, organic epilepsy, hystero-epilepsy, morbid
atology.
associations of epilepsy (heart disease, chorea, myoclonus multiplex,
and migraine), its course, pathology, diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and
surgical treatment, are treated of in successive chapters.
The volume comes from so great an authority upon nervous diseases
that it scarcely requires further commendation than such a statement.
The underlying motive of the work, consisting in the descriptive while
statistical study of a large number of cases actually observed by the
author, the different points connected with epilepsy, have necessarily
to be, and in the majority of instances are, discussed in turn in
relation to the results shown by the series.
It seems a pity that there are no more comprehensive tabular
presentments of the main facts derived from the observations on the
3000 cases.
Several small tables there are, indeed, each illustrating

revision

many

parts rewritten,

must needs have entailed a

large

new

matter added.

amount of careful

labour,

separate point. One or two combined tables, whereby different
factors could at once be compared and contrasted, would add to its
value.
For instance, details of sex, age, etc., not alluded to in con-

some
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neetion with many of the different divisions of the subject in the text,
might easily be shown by such means, and this to advantage.
Another thing which perhaps might have been enlarged upon at
greater length, is the subject of alcoholic fits, both epileptiform and
epileptic; even although only in 29 of the 3000 was alcohol apparently
It is a work which profits one to read ; which
the primary agent.
incorporates a valuable analytic study of epilepsy by a master of the
subject; and is a monument to the energy and perseverance of its
author.
A. Lockhaut Gillespie.

